CALIPSO LAND SURFACE MAPPING PRINCIPLE AND FIRST RESULTS
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ABSTRACT
The quantification of aerosol radiative properties,
especially aerosol optical depth (AOD) is of high
importance for climate change analysis. Several
approaches are now possible, using active (lidar) and
passive (spectro-radiometers) sensors. The objective of
this study is to analyze the potential of using the
CALIPSO lidar land surface return signal to improve
the AOD retrieval. First, an analysis of land surface
properties is explored and then an application to AOD
retrieval is presented.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite was
launched in April 2006 [1]. On-board CALIPSO is a
two-wavelength (532 nm and 1064 nm) polarization
sensitive backscatter lidar. The CALIPSO lidar has
acquired a global, nearly continuous record of verticalresolved measurements of clouds and aerosols since
June 2006. The CALIPSO lidar level 1 (L1) data
product is routinely produced at NASA’s Langley
Research Center, and contains a set of calibrated and
geolocated, vertically resolved profiles of 532 nm total
and perpendicular attenuated backscatter and 1064 nm
total attenuated backscatter.
The land surface bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) is an important parameter
characterizing the earth's surface, as it determines the
amount of energy reflected to space and the total energy
available for the climate process. Accurate
measurements of BRDF at high spatial resolutions is
needed to improve the understanding of land use
change induced by human activity and its impact on
climate. It is also an important parameter for
atmospheric research as current passive aerosol
retrievals over land surface from space platforms
require to accurately correct the surface contribution.
The CALIPSO lidar is able to measure the nadir
backscatter part of the BRDF with fewer error sources
than for passive sensors. We will show the first results

of a CALIPSO land surface reflectance mapping
technique and the results of an application for aerosol
optical depth retrieval [2].
2. LIDAR EQUATION FOR SURFACE
The lidar equation links the power received by the
telescope to the backscattered coefficient βAL (m-1sr-1)
(subscripts A for atmosphere and L for lidar wavelength
dependence) at altitude z (m).
After calibration has been made, the attenuated
backscattered coefficient βatt (m-1sr-1) can be derived
directly, knowing the atmospheric transmittance TAL.

β att ( z ) = β AL ( z )T AL2 ( z )

(1)

The expression of the lidar surface echo is more
conveniently given by the expression of Eq. 2 [3],
linking the lidar equation to the surface bidirectional
reflectance ρBRDF. For the nadir viewing system, the
integrated backscatter coefficient γ (sr-1) for the surface
is

γ =

ρ BRDF (θ , x, y , t ) 2
TAL .
π

(2)

The off-zenith angle is noted θ (radians). ρBRDF takes
into account directionality effects. It is constant for a
lambertian surface, but in general, for land surface and
a monostatic lidar system, it will show the opposition
effect. The opposition effect is the large surge in the
brightness of the surface. It is a function of geometry
but also longitude x, latitude y and time t as it will vary
with the roughness of the surface.
For this study, the integrated value of the surface echo
will be noted γSL (sr-1)

γ

SL

= FL ( x, y , t ) ρ BRDF (θ , x, y , t )T AL2 (θ , x, y , t ). (3)

The term FL takes into account the imperfection of the
measurement which includes calibration error and
saturation of the backscatter signal.
We used the CALIPSO L1 data product to perform an
integration of the lidar signal 60 meters above and 300
meters below the surface. The surface is determined to
be the maximum lidar signal located within 300 m
above or below the reported Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) altitude. This procedure allows for small
variations in DEM accuracy and eliminates most of
dense atmospheric layers that could be mistaken as
surface echo.
With knowledge of the surface reflectance, Eq. 3 can be
used to derive the aerosol optical depth as

1
2

τ A L = − ln(γ SL / FL ρ BRDF )

(4)

and its error as

δτ AL =

1  δFL
δρ BRDF

+

2  FL
ρ BRDF






much reduced. Each L1 profile is screened to determine
if it has a surface return. If so, the profile is selected if
the integrated attenuated backscatter of the column
above the surface is below a threshold value. The
simplicity of using the collocated vertical information
reduces the error due to aerosol and multiple scattering
contamination that is present in passive measurements.

(5)

3.

LAND SURFACE MAPPING GENERAL
PRINCIPLE
For passive space remote sensing, the apparent signal at
the top-of-the atmosphere (TOA) comes from the
surface target and adjacent pixels, and it is difficult to
decouple the surface BRDF and atmosphere BRDF.
This is not a problem for lidar active remote sensing.
The lidar receives the backscattered light from within a
very limited field of view and with limited multiple
scattering However, an advantage for imagers is that
they offer much higher horizontal sampling of land
surface on a wide swath. In comparison, the CALIPSO
laser shots are along single tracks spaced by 330 m and
have a footprint diameter of 70 m.
To overcome the problem with the lidar’s limited
sampling area, we use an average value of the higher
spatial resolution signals and calculate the shot-to-shot
variance to give an estimate of the accuracy error on the
measured reflectance.
This means we are making the assumption of a certain
homogeneity of the surface. The validity of this
assumption is a topic of further research.
The land surface reflectance values are calculated using
the nighttime CALIPSO L1 data since the calibration
accuracy is better than for daytime, and noise limitation

Fig. 1. CALIPSO land surface reflectance mapping (sr-1)
using the vertical information to choose clearest profile (γatm <
0.01 sr-1) for CALIPSO nighttime observations of August
2006.

One month of CALIPSO L1 data for August 2006 were
used in this study. Prior to performing the screening
process, the L1 profiles were averaged horizontally to a
5 km resolution. The atmospheric clear-air threshold
value was set to 0.01 sr-1. We use a 1° by 1° mean and
variance land surface reflectance mapping process.
Fig. 1 shows the land surface reflectance map and the
relative error is displayed in Fig 2. . The characteristics
of surface spatial and temporal heterogeneity are
dependent on the averaging scale selected for the
surface mapping and provides the expected error bar on
the calculated AOD. In Fig. 1, the average reflectance
at 532 nm is 0.03 sr-1 and 0.07 sr-1 at 1064 nm (not
shown) this is relatively low compared to the results of
BRDF found by POLDER [4] and suggests a small
opposition effect.
The monthly mean land surface map covers 10% of the
Earth’s surface and corresponds to approximately one
third of the land surface. The high aerosol source areas
(i.e., Saharan desert for dust, central Africa for biomass
burning fire, and India for anthropogenic emissions) are
not represented for a month time scale. Including these
regions will require longer time sampling or another
type of attenuation correction. The lidar shots which the
International Geosphere/Biosphere Programme scene
types (IGBP) classify as water have been excluded from
the mapping process.

Fig. 2. Top: ratio of root mean square of the surface echo
using a 5 km resolution for the 1 degree map and the land
surface reflectance. Bottom: histogram of this relative error
once Antarctica values have been removed.

Fig. 3. Top: ratio of CALIPSO 532 nm perpendicular channel
to the parallel channel (depolarization). Bottom: histogram of
the depolarization ratio once Antarctica values have been
removed.

In Fig. 2, the relative variation of the CALIPSO land
surface reflectance shows a highly skewed distribution.
The average is 0.13 after removing the values over
Antarctica (where the low variance could come from
lidar saturation). This corresponds to an AOD error of
0.065. This is an important result, as it demonstrates
that this approach could produce results with an error
bar lower than radiometric observations (MODIS error
bar is approximately 0.08 for a mean optical thickness
of 0.2 and a 10 km averaging [5]). Another important
result is that the relative error distribution shows two
peaks around 0.009 and 0.035. Those low level value
suggest the existence of land surface where the
homogeneous reflectance assumption is especially well
suited.
The land surface depolarization ratio at 532 nm is
shown in Fig. 3. The average depolarization ratio is
0.27. One reason to look at the depolarization channel
is because it is less likely saturated [6] and thus can be
more accurate at relatively brighter surfaces. The
depolarization distribution shows two modes, one with
basically no depolarization and another one, with a
much higher frequency centered near 0.33. The low
depolarization values are mainly coastal area and it is
likely to be water surfaces with an IGBP
misclassification.

Fig. 4. Top: ratio of CALIPSO 1064 nm and 532 nm channels
(color ratio). Bottom: histogram of the color ratio once
Antarctica values have been removed.

Fig. 4 shows the ratio of the 1064 nm and 532 nm lidar
surface signal. This gives an indication of the spectral

behavior of land surface. The color ratio distribution
shows a Gaussian behavior with a single mode. The
average color ratio is around 1.8. Athough the average
value is close to 2, there are well defined areas with a
much higher or much lower color ratio areas. For
example, as we can see, the Andes shows a lower color
ratio than the other part of South America.
Considering the single mode of both color ratio and
depolarization (if accepted that the very low
depolarization is due to IGBP water surface
misclassification), achieving a classification of land
surface type using only the CALIPSO lidar signal is not
an easy task. CALIPSO land surface depolarization and
color ratio are not clearly related to IGBP categories
(see Fig. 5), so more work should be conducted to
understand the quantitative behavior of CALIPSO land
surface behavior and its link to the surface composition.

Fig. 5. The 18 surface types used by the Surface and
Atmospheric Radiation Budget (SARB) working group to
identify surface properties of a given region. Scene types were
delineated by IGBP. This map is determined using a 1km
IGBP scene types.

4. AEROSOL OPTICAL DEPTH RETRIEVAL
We can use the land surface reflectance map as a
reference to retrieve aerosol optical thickness. Once the
surface mapping has been completed and noting the
map reference reflectance γSL0= FL.ρBRDF, the total
column aerosol optical thickness retrieval τAL is
straightforward and is simply

1
2

τ AL = ln(γ SL / γ SL 0 ) (6)

Two examples of AOD retrieval on two different areas
are reported in Fig. 6. The integrated values of the
surface echo γSL were calculated using daytime
CALIPSO L1 data for August 2006.
In both
comparisons, the correlation with MODIS retrieval is
high, but differences however remain and can be as
high as 0.2 on those examples.
5. CONCLUSION
CALIPSO land surface reflectance mapping can be
used to understand land surface properties and derive
aerosol optical thickness in a new and promising way. It
does not require any aerosol microphysical assumptions
and offers the highest achievable signal to noise ratio
from a space lidar. Even if a thorough work of land
surface mapping at high spatial resolution has yet to be
performed, the potentiality of this study in AOD
retrieval improvement can help to address a better
radiative forcing characterization.
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